Using lung sounds in classification of pulmonary diseases according to respiratory subphases.
Auscultation-based diagnosis of pulmonary disorders relies heavily on the presence of adventitious sounds and on the altered transmission characteristics of the chest wall. The phase information of the respiratory cycle within which adventitious sounds occur is very helpful in diagnosing different diseases. In this study, respiratory sound data belonging to four pulmonary diseases, both restrictive and obstructive, along with healthy respiratory data are used in various classification experiments. The sound data are separated into six subphases, namely, early, mid, late inspiration and expiration and classification experiments using a neural classifier are carried out for each subphase. The AR parameters acquired from segmented sound signals, prediction error and the ratio of expiration to inspiration durations are used to construct the feature set to the neural classifier. Classification experiments are carried out between healthy and pathological sound segments, between restrictive and obstructive sound segments and between two different disease sound segments. The results indicate that the classifier performance demonstrates subphase dependence for different diseases. These results may shed light in eliminating redundant feature spaces in building an expert system using lung sounds for pulmonary diagnosis.